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MEANS OF APPROACHING THE PLAY:

To be able to go on with our sketch. we must inves-

tigate another point which will lead us to the next series of

rehearsals. There is one very interesting process in human

beings. and in actors especially. which can be used not only

when we are preparing a part. but also by the director as

well. It seems to me that it simplifies considerably the

process of finding the part. on the one hand. and on the other

how to convey to the actors the director's ideas without

speaking or philosophising too much.

This often takés place. and it was particularly

true in the Moscow Art Theatre. We were sitting at the table

for months and months. speaking about our parts and our char-

acters. and becoming very clever and wise about the play, but

none of us could begin to act! Then came the most difficult
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moment, the most difficult period. when we stopped talking

and began to work. and we saw that nothing had come from all

our analyzing of the part and the play. Our intellectual

approach always killed the dosiro and ability to act until

after several difficult days. when we remembered that we

were actors.

But there is a means of approaching the play and

the part without speaking too much. For the initial part of

the work it is definitely good: I have tried it and it has

been successful. but how long it can be preserved during the

process of rehearsal is a different question. The point is

the following one. We can easily imagine it by shutting one

eye, as it were, but what shall we see? \a'e will see that we

are obliged to do two things on the stage. and these‘ things

include everything in the whole of acting. one thing is. we

have always to do something. whether outwardly moving and

speaking. or by having an objective. which means we are in-

wardly moving towards our aim. In either case, it is always

a movement - either visible or invisible. The second part of

this all-inclusive thing is how we do it. If we really try.

in the initial period of ‘our work. to grasp the part and the

play from the point of View of "w_ha_1_:_" has been done. and "M“

it has been done. then we have everything.

'w'ILL, 0R ACTION AND QUALITIES. 0R FEELINGS:
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If. for instance. I ask you to take a chair and

place it on a certain place. that is doing or "what" I am

doing. Now the question remains. "how" do‘I do it? All the

"how's" imaginable can be interpreted as qualities of my

doing. of my acting. I can do it with the quality of "care" -

and what is that if it is not acting? Simple. but complete

acting. I am going something with a certain quality. You may

say to yourself. for instance. no feelings. no philosophy. no

psychology or anything of that sort. only the chosen business

with the chosen qualities. The result will be that you will

awaken the most precious thing in tho actor's profession —

your feelings. You cannot move the chair with the quality of

"care." without awakening something inside you. You can do

everything. with all qualities. whatever name you core to

give it. it can become a quality. This is an important key

to acting. and with it everything becomes simple.

Let us take the example of Hamlet and Horatio on‘

the castle tower. waiting for the ghost to appear. what is

Hamlet doing? He is projecting his attention in one way.

He can project his being with the quality of "anxiety" and

immediately there will be something - the first stone on

which you can base other things. The director can tell you

to combine two qualities - "anxiety" and "warmth". for in-

stance. Everything becomes possible. You will come to more

and more complicated things. and. from the actor's point or
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View, the part can be prepared vory quickly as a result. But

really prepared. and not empty clichés which are always fol-

lowing us.

Secondly. the simple action, and the simple quality

will appeal to our utmost inner life, as wo are not touching

our feelings first. we are not tearing our soul to pieces to

find our feclings,iwhich cannot be found in that way. When

the actor cannot find his feelings — for instance, tender

love for a child - if he tells the director that ho has never

had a child. the director can answer him that everyone can

give the quality of tenderness and love to his actions.

Simultaneously we tako the action of moving the

chair with the quality of "care?. Neither is the result. they

are only the springboard for awakening the two main.things

Which actors must always use to the fullest extent — our will.

or action, and our feelings. For action we must just choose

what to do or the action, and for the future feelings, we

must choose how to do it, or the gualitx. ‘

Question: Suppose you choose one of Hamlet's soliloquies.

Does the quality come from what you'are doing?

Answer! It 15 one thing‘actually. What you are doing. and

the quality with which you are doing it is actually one thing

upon which you agree. The action never dictates the quality.

nor the quality the action — it is a unit;

Question. Let us take Hamlet's soliloquyl "But now I am
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alone." How he avengea his father's death is colored by

certain feelings. His astigg is to avenge his father's

death, but with certain Qualities or "how's".

Answer: My aim was to simplify even the most complicated

things. one, therefore; I have spoken about the action as a

gesture.

Question: In Juliet's speech. “Romeo. Romeo. wherefore art

thou?”, let us say her action 15 to oiorca the distance. to

find him. and her quality is one of yearning". Would her

action be to speak to someone with the quality of yearning.

on top of which you would add all the other things?

Answer: Right. But now let us add something. If we des-

cribe what our action is; then we are describing our action

by speaking about it. If the same is true with the qualities.

then we are back with the Moscow Art Theatre and speaking

without end! Therefore. the whole complicated business of

Juliet is to be found out "gropingly," for which we don't ‘

need anything but the actor's talent. When the actor says.

"I am groping." before she knows all the actions. then such

_ complicated actions as Juiict‘a has to be simplified to the

degree where the actor can ohow it. with simple physical

gestures - with hands, arms. and body — then we are at the

right point.

Nothing can be simpler or more appealing to us as

actors. So Juliet in this moment is "groping," but with
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which quality? The quality of‘flhngingfi. Now do the same

gesture but with the quality of longing in your fingers.

hands. arms. and body. When you have whatever psychology

you choose. and you decide to turn it into a simple physical

gesture with a certain quality. than you have the basis for

developing your part. and for awakening your own emotional

life and will impulses. Your creative imagination and every-

thing will add to it until you become inspired. when every;

thing goes. and you are simply acting. _

ATMOSPHERE

Questionc I have wanted to ask you for some time about the

question of atmosphere. I have seen very good actors lad into

a very bad thing — what I would call playing the mood. that is

playing the result in terms of the mood. For ten or twenty

minutes we do not see what the actor is doing. we only see

him sending out a certain mood.‘ Nany good actors are betrayed

into this through a lack of action. How can that be avoided?

Answer: First of all. I must answer that in the whole method

which we are exploring, you will not find a single place in

which we appeal to the feelings, because it is the most dan-

gerous. treacherous point. As soon as we try to appeal to our

feelings, we are out of control. We lose our action and floun-

der in the mood. and begin to lic more and wore. All the points

we have spoken of are only the ways to the feelings. but we

never call directly on the feelings themselves. I have tried
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to explain that we have to imagine the atmosphere around us

filled with certain things. That saves us from squeezing

the feelings. For instance. if we imagine the air of a

cathedral - the air filled with awe - of course our feelings

.will react to this.

.Ouestionu I don't believe the atmosphere can be characterized.

 

It comes from one's relationship to the object or person. For

instance. the relationship of this class to Michael Chekhov

is an atmosphere. That atmosphere has already changed. and

my attitude became quite different to that of anybody else in

the class — it became a personal thing. anfindividual thing.

Question: In my opinion tho atmosphere is the feeling one gets.

which may be an entirely individual adjustment to. let us say.

the moonlight. or the garden. the balcony and so on; You

don't have the same feeling as you would in the daylight on

the beach. .If you use the atmoephere with the action. then

you can't be involved in a mood. You have your action which

does not become static. and you are expressing yourself in

action. For instance. each or us has a reaction to the night.

but it ie not the same.

Question: I think we are confusing two things - acting. and

our own personal feelings. If we are given a situation and

an atmosphere, and we decide that we are going to work for an

atmosphere of "awef what I feel is not important; I only have

to work for the atmosphere.
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Queetionl Does it mean that you should not have your indiv-

idual reactions? Where is the difficulty?

Question; what can we get from the generalized atmosphere.

rather than from the particular character and his particular

reactions? You say. for instance. that there is a general

atmosphere of the tavern in the moonlight. What can we get

from that which is different from the individual reaction?

Answer: The atmosphere. in the way that we have spoken of'

it. has to be imagined as a thing existing gnggjiggll.

First of all, we must forget ourselves - whether we individu—

ally experience the awe of the cathedral of not is not impor-

tant. The important thing is the imagination We have of the

play in which this moment tahes place. Different characters

come into this cathedral — one experiences awe. another is

indifferent, while the third becomes cynical. let us say.

That is the theme of the play - a cynical character in the

atmosphere of awe - otherwise the cynicism would not mean

anything. ’

Question: Does that not mean that you are taking a cliché

when you say that the cathedral is awesome. at the moonlight

romantic? '

Answer: We can take many examples. If we have a cathedral

on the stage. the atmosphere will depend upon the play, and

what is going on. Remember murder in the Cathedral. and it's

atmosphere. I hate used the cathedral. and the catastrophe
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on the street. simply as examples. but there are no cliches

in our understanding of atmosphere. We must realize that

whether we are trying to identify the atmosphere in everyday

life or in a play, we must find it from the life situation,

or the ploy quite'objectively.

Now let us imagine the cathedral with the atmosphere

of awe. Whether I become cynical or full_of awe, that is my

‘ personal business. but as soon as I act a part in a play in

which the director wants the atmosphere of awe. I have to ima-

gine it because I am taking part in the play. Even if I have

the character of a cynic. I must still imagine it, because

otherwise I do not know what to do in the play.

Question: Does the actor have to create the atmosphere as

any particuler character?

Answer: Let us say that we have decided to create the atmos-

phere of awe which is written in the play. We have to do it

by our means of imagining the air around us filled with the

atmosphere. Then the feeling thing happens. The more you

grow into your character. the more you react to this atmos-

phere as a character. and then We have just what the author

wants. He combines so many characters in the one atmosphere

of a scene, an act. or the whole play. But whether you, as -

a character. are cynical towards the atmosphere of awe. or are

sympathetic to it. you must accept it. otherwise you will be

out of the style of the play, or you will not belong to the

scene.
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Question: Suppose you are a cynical character and the direc—

tor has told you that the atmosphere is one of awe, what

happens to your character?

Answer! L react as the character would react. but in order

to react to something. there must be something to react upon»

If there is no atmosPhere of awe for me, because I am a

cynical character. then I am not taking part in the play. I

will tell you later what the order of work is.

auestion: Do you mean that the atmosphere is created by the.;___

play, and is the result of the play?

ORDER OF WORK - ATMOSPHERE ~ GESTURE WITH QUALITIES - CHARAC:

TERIZATIONI

Ag§gggu I would suggest that we drop the question of where

the atmosphere comes from, because that will lead us to pay—

chological analysis which will not be of any use to us. Your

actor's intuition accepts. £0r instance, the atmosphere of a

very dirty tavern in our scene. We have the means in our .

actor‘s souls to grasp intuitiveiy the atmosphere. then we

have the means to imagine this atmosphere around us. and that

is all we need; Simultaneously we have to produce the gestures

with qualities, and the characterization. So we have the

gggggl 1. Atmosphere. 2. Gesture with qualities. 3. Charac-

terization - and the whole composition is there in the simplest

way.

Of course. there is an even simpler way, which is
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to use cliches but we deny this, because cliches close the

actor's ecu]. rather than open it. But to find the way to

these vivid. alive and original things we have to do some-

thing --'we have to sacrifice our energy.

There éro two ways - one is a long one which was

developed in the Enoseow Art Theatre to the'fineet degree -

that \itaa analysis. of courao. they acted well in the long

run. but this analysis was almoet a disease. The other way

is the one we areépeaking'about - to simplify things without

losing anything. To make a gesture we use everything.- our

will. By applying the qualities we awaken oer feelings. By.

creating the atmoephere. we envelope the play in one thing.

which is the soul or the pluy‘. and by this we create a new.

ingenious approach to the play. The actors will feel much

freer to express themselves. than to be under the pressure of

cliche’s. or to be pierced by intellectual speculations which

are clever. but which are detrimental to acting.

The atmosphere in something which belongs more to

the play or the scene. and the personal reaction of the char

eater belongs to the character} so that tho chamcter reacting

to the atmosphere is the'chamcter in the play. The character

who does not create the atmosphere or reaet to it, is a. strange

‘body in the play. For inatance, let us say you must create

the atmDSphere of fear. and react to it personally. Xou may

tell the director that you are fearless. and you have the
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right to say so as a private person when you aim not acting.

but since you are an actor ~ whether fearless or not as an

individual - it has no connection with our profession. As

actors, wehave to create the fear around us, on order to be

able to act the play. So at the same time that we are acting,

we have to sacrifice our own personality.

TRANSFORFED FEELINGS:

In this connection I mentioned something in our

first talk. and I will now remind you of it. We night any

that when we feel something on the stage it is our onn feeling.

and that no one gives it to us. But that is not quite so.

Of course, we i‘ccl‘thingfi, but there are two different realms

in which therc are two different kinds of feelings.. In one

realm there one the feelings which we awaken by the "death'

of the grandfather" which we have spoken about. The pain of

your grandfather's death may be still fresh. but it is por—

sonal. and you cannot act it. 01‘ course. it might help you

if you were acting a sad part. But there is another realm of

feelings which come from a certain subconscious realm of our

life. and they have come [through absolutely transformed.

Through our subconscious we have experienced all

the feelings. So if we try to apply the fresh feeling which

we are living with now. it could be dangerous even for our

physical nerves. But if we apply the transformed feelings

which have gone through a complicated process. than we cannot
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be harmed by them. because these feelings are in us and are

us.

When we know that we are acting well, we are aston—

ished by our own acting — we might ask, from where do I know

this? I have never experienced it before. The reaction to

the atmosphere means to react to it. Personally we have the

right to say we have no reaction to the awe ofithe cathedral,

but as soon as we are actors, we must have it. For instance,

if I am a cynical person. I will remain so, often on purpose.

because in our everyday personality we are just en‘stirf as

a chair. In our creative individuality there are both pos-

sibilities. There are limitless things there becauee we are

able in our creative spirit to combine things which we cannot

even think of combining in our everyday life. For instance,

let us say I am a religious person and an aethoist - it is

difficult to imagine such a person but in this other realm

there are both. Indescribable beauty of no time or space.

everything together in the realm of the transformed feelings.

Question: what distinguishes these things from a cliche?

Answer: I think we can imagine clichfi’s as follows: Cliches

exist only in the personal feeling life. and not in the

transformed feelings where there are no clich'és because there

is complete freedom. Cliches are necessary because we are

very limited persons. so we appeal to them as the easiest

way, but as soon as we can penetrate into the realm of trans-
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formed feelings we do not need them. Of course. when you

speak of a religious person or an aethoist, if you will

consider your intellectual conception of them you will see

that it is a clichG.

'Our intellect is a series of subtle or crude clichés.

but in our creative spirit are concepta of transformed ima—

giningo. transformed feelings and will impulses. Since they

are transformed and we have found an approach to them. and,

‘the whole Method as I understand it is the way to open the

door to this world of transformed things ~ then we,ho not

need cliohEE. Of course. our body will force us to use clichos

which are sitting here and there in us. but we have to gradu-

ally fight free or them.

Question: It should be a continuous process, as opposed to

 

clichfis which are always fixed End‘stiff things.

Answer: Yes. The gesture is always a continuous process.

Clichés arc stiff things, while the other realm is one of

endless, continuous process. By transformed I mean trans--.

formed to our life. For lnstance, you have experienced some-

thing very pleasant. and you are still very happy about it.

It is not yet transformed. but you go to bed and forgot it

perhaps. Then suddenly you, as a person. find new abilities

in you; Where do they come from? They come from this hoppi-

ness, this joy. ’

quootionx Is it transformed because the emotion is different

from what it was before?
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W0 STATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS:

Answer: it changed when it became unconscious. This

process does not depend on us. Every moment something is

disappearing and transforming. It transforms in the sense

that we bosons objective about it - we are fres from it.

When I am vciy tortured by someone or something. I am not

objactive about it — it is me. me. me. When I forgot it.

the same pain bocomes richer and I am objective about it.

I can use it in my part. The real good actor must not fully

and completely. having laughter and tears and at tho same

time he so objective that you can absolutcly see what your

sister is doing in the first row of seats. That is real

freedom on the stage.

When we are possessed by the part and almost kill

our partners and break chairs, etc.. than we are not free.

and it is not art but hysterics. At one time in Russia we

thought that if we were acting we must forgot everything else.

Of course. it was wrong. Then some of our actors camo‘to the

point where they discovered that real acting was when we could

act and be filled with feelings, and yet be able to make jokes

with our partners — two consciousnesses.

CHARACTERIZATION!

Question: I want to ask about characterization and where to

find things for characterization. When you are searching for

characteristic material, do you try to choose things from
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‘ people you know well?

Answarx of course, you can use persons around you as ougges~

tiono. but better still you can use your own imagination, and

then you will get suggestions - a series of suggestions from

which you can choose. or merge them. or combine them, and

simultaneously you can observe your friends or enemies and

choose from their characterizations.

Question: I tried to choose a quality of a person whom I knew.

 

in relation to a character. but what got in my way Was my own

feelings about the person. It was a quality of will which I

did not like. but I felt it was right to use in a characteriza-

tion. and in the psychological gesture of the character, but

I could not free myself from my personal feelings about the

person.
.

Answer; This is only a question of developing this objectivity:

I spoke about. but it will come after certain means have been

applied. You will become more and more objective about it.

and on the other hand. the power of concentration will lead

you to become free from personal feelings. Then the moment

will come when your personal connections will be less signifi—

cant and will not disturb you.

Question: You were speaking about the transformation taking

place long after the thing may have happened. When you are

portraying a part which is completely foroign to you. for

instance, you must draw upon your conception of it and tho
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picture of the part in the play. As an example: there was

a play called "mulatto.h the premio of which was that the

boy was a mulatto. but rebelled against it. One time a boy

from Texas played the part with great racial prejudice - the

linee can be motivated either way — but instead of subjec-

tively placing himeelf in the author's hands. the actor played

his own personal idea of it and ruined the play. but gave a

very good performance.

THE CREATIVE INDIVIDUALITY - THE HIGHER INDIVIDUALfTYI

Aggwggu That is an interesting problem because it is just

the problem of our creative individuality. Our creative

individuality has a certain world outlook. and this world

outlook - if it is the creative individuality and not your

own political convictions - if it is the voice of your cre-

ative individuality. then it is the most valuable thing.

your individual conception.

Perhaps this example you have given wag not a very

high example of the creative individuality, but for instance.

if the actor becomes absolutely objective. it might seem the-

oretically that this objectivity increases to the highest

degree. but will lose the individual point of view. But quite

the opposite is true. because it is the world of the creative

spirit. which is absolutely different from our usual concep-

tion of a human being. Therefore. the more objective we are

as artists. the more freedom the individual has to interpret
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the character this way or that. The less objective we are.

the more chained to our everyday feelinge‘wo are, and the

less our creative individuality can speak.

From this mistake in approaching the play. or the

part, from purely personal will impulses or ideas. comes the

thought that I must produce Shakespeare's Hamlet - I cannot

have any idea of his Hamlet. but only "my own conception of,

it. Tohave that is'tho only thing which the audience wants

to see. whether it knows it or not. Because we appreciate

' all the old masters. not for the blue and the green colors

and the figures, but because we see in Raphael that which we

'cannot find in Rembrandt.

COLLABORATION 0F AUTHOR. ACTOR, AND DIRECTOR:

Question: Does the actor bear that relationship to the play?

If so. where does the author come in? .

Answer: It is a combination. Bernard Shaw is an anther who

has no idea of the theatre. He thinks that he alone exists

in the whole world, and if he has imagined and written a line

in a certain way. it must be done only that way. But strangely

A enough, he always interferes with the directing. and does

such things! It is ac tasteless. from the point of View of

the theatre. Shaw has a concept of his play, the actor has

another. and the director still another.

In the realm of the creative theatre nothing can be
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found which cannot be merged into another thing. For instance.

if Bernard Shaw and the actor would mergo,thoir imaginations.

Bernard Shaw would he grateful to tho actor. beoauso he would

explain something to him. Just so with the actor. If the

actor is anon to Bernard show, he will get so many inspirations

from him. and the performance will be Bernard Shaw's interpre-

tation. plus the actor's interpretation. But if one submits

to the other. it is wrong. I

If the actor is really using the highgg;jggixiggglgty,

the creative individuality, then he will need the enthor, and

while accepting him. will transform him. Of course, we are

all bound by our reoial characteristics which influence our

acting very much, but still there are always higher and higher

points of View. and in this realm the higher it is the less

it is connected with the binding racial characteristics.

We have spoken some days ago about the many gestures

which foreigners make. But if I am acting an Englishman. I

must use the English manner of moving my hands and arms. I

must stop being a Russian and be free to perform an English—

man. But how can I get to this point? I must imagine the

play long enough to get rid of my Russian fEaction. It is

Inot at all the question of substituting thio hatred for some

other kind of hatred. for example. No. ‘I must look at the

character in my imagination so long that it will be purified.

and will become more and more artistic by the process of ima-

r
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gining. which is art. Then the moment will come when you

will be free from anything you have to take from below, and

things will come from other sources and you will see that

it is objectively true. You will understand this kind of

objective hatred. for instance. Again we must appeal to

this region of the transformed things. .

Question: That is why you say that an actor has to be a

special kind of person. who can feel all these different

things.

Answer: Every actor knows that there is a certain eifferent

manner of knowing thlngs than the usual way. It has to be

cultivated. so that it @111 become more important for the

actor than the usual manner.


